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Teaching in Traditional and Simplified Chinese:  
Review of Relevant Research 
 

This analysis reviews research and recommendations based on findings from cognitive and 

educational psychology, focusing on instructional issues about teaching reading and writing that 

are particularly relevant to teaching traditional and simplified Chinese script. Due to limitations 

in scope, it does not explore sociolinguistic issues about the historical and cultural significance 

of language choice. 

 

Learning to read traditional and simplified characters 

 

Because simplified Chinese was created by removing strokes from traditional Chinese, 

traditional characters have greater visual complexity than simplified characters. For a complete 

novice, traditional characters may initially seem harder to read. For a student who is learning the 

radicals that compose the characters, the added information embedded within them can help in 

distinguishing, decoding, and interpreting them (Seybolt & Chiang, 1979; Kummer, 2001, as 

cited in McBride-Chang et al., 2005; Chen & Kao, 2002). A well-known phenomenon in 

cognitive psychology, called the word superiority effect, has shown that people are actually 

better at recognizing and remembering letters when presented within whole words than when 

presented alone, even though there is more to process visually. This seeming paradox illustrates 

that extra information is not always a hindrance, but can even facilitate learning. 

 

The radicals contained within a character often reflect meanings and sounds that provide clues 

and added depth to its meaning, thereby strengthening memory and understanding through 

multiple pathways. For example, the traditional character for “listen” is written as 聽 to show 

that one must listen with both the ear 耳 and the heart 心, context which is absent from the 

simplified character, 听. As another example, the traditional character 言, meaning “speech”, 

contains the radical 口 for “mouth” and suggests a mouth issuing words, visual aids which the 

simplified version 讠 lacks. These components serve as memory retrieval cues which assist in 

recalling the character’s meaning, scaffolding eventual memory for the whole character. They 

also create links to the learner’s existing semantic knowledge network, enabling students to draw 

from and build upon their prior knowledge. This strengthens memory for and connections 

between characters, deepening understanding of the language rather than relying simply on rote 

memorization. 

 

Radical structure has been shown to influence recognition and reading among expert adult 

Chinese readers (Feldman & Siok, 1997; Flores D’Arcais, Saito, & Kawakami, 1995; Taft & 

Zhu, 1997). Knowledge about radical content, position, and function also helps children develop 

Chinese reading ability (Shu & Anderson, 1997; Ho, Yau, & Au, 2003; Tong & McBride-Chang, 

2010). Since more than 80% of characters are compounds containing a phonetic radical and a 

semantic radical (Perfetti & Tan, 1999), explicitly teaching how to use these cues can help 

children learn to read characters (Taft & Chung, 1999; Tsai & Nunes, 2003; Wu, Anderson, Li, 

Chen, & Meng, 2002). While these features are not perfectly transparent and regular, there is 
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sufficient linguistic structure for young children to use this knowledge to support their learning 

of Chinese (Shu, Chen, Anderson, Wu, & Xuan, 2003). 

 

This is also in line with the recommendation of Dr. Li-Rong Lilly Cheng, a Chinese language 

expert who consulted with another local Mandarin-immersion school to share her knowledge of 

bilingualism and learning Chinese. Dr. Cheng is a professor in the School of Speech, Language 

and Hearing Sciences and Director of the Chinese Studies Institute at San Diego State 

University. Her professional opinion was that learning traditional script was easier and more 

beneficial due to the added information embedded in the characters. 

 

Research examining children’s learning in Chinese-speaking countries suggests that they require 

greater visual skill to recognize simplified than traditional characters (Chen & Yuen, 1991; 

Ingulsrud & Allen, 1999; McBride-Chang et al., 2005). Compared to children growing up with 

traditional script in Taiwan and Hong Kong, children growing up with simplified script in China 

were more swayed by visual than phonetic similarity and were the least accurate in word 

recognition (Chen & Yuen). Another study found that children in China showed greater visual 

skill than their Hong Kong counterparts (McBride-Chang et al., 2005). These results point to 

visual relationships playing a greater role in reading simplified characters, and skill in semantic 

and phonetic analysis playing a greater role in reading traditional characters. 

 

Learning to write traditional and simplified characters 

 

Writing practice helps students learn new characters through many possible mechanisms, such as 

by requiring recall rather than just recognition, by creating a movement-based memory, and by 

integrating characters’ appearance and meaning (Flores d’Arcais, 1994; Tan, Spinks, Eden, 

Perfetti, & Siok, 2005; Siok, Niu, Jin, Perfetti, & Tan, 2008; Guan, Liu, Chan, Ye, & Perfetti, 

2011; Cao, Vu, Lung Chan, Lawrence, Harris, Guan, Xu, & Perfetti, 2013). While writing is a 

more difficult skill to develop than reading, writing is thus an important facilitator of the process 

of learning to read Chinese. 

 

A study (Lin & McBride-Chang, 2010) on how mothers helped their kindergarten-age children 

write Chinese characters found that Hong Kong mothers used more analogizing and segmenting 

strategies based on content (drawing comparisons to known objects or symbols and dividing a 

character into components). In contrast, mainland Chinese mothers used more of a holistic visual 

strategy focusing on the overall structure of the character (top-to-bottom vs. left-to-right).  

 

These findings from research on both reading and writing indicate that learning simplified script 

relies more heavily on visual memory, whereas learning traditional script incorporates more 

semantic and phonetic analysis of the language. While these skills may require more time to 

develop, they also constitute a form of metalinguistic knowledge, or knowledge about language, 

which can transfer to learning English and other languages. 

 

Transitioning between traditional and simplified characters 

 

The system for simplifying Chinese characters relies on multiple varied rules that were not 

always applied consistently, so that there is not a one-to-one mapping between the two versions 
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of the same component or character (Seybolt & Chiang, 1979; McBride-Chang et al., 2005). The 

resulting omissions and changes make this conversion easier in one direction: from traditional to 

simplified, since students would omit details already learned rather than having to add new 

information. This means that it will be easier for students to start with a foundation in traditional 

characters and then move to simplified if desired, whereas it will require more additional study to 

transition in the opposite direction. 

 

A comparison of native users of simplified vs. traditional scripts revealed the following 

differences (Liu & Hsiao, 2012a,b): 

(1) Both groups were slightly less accurate in a timed test of naming characters in the 

opposite script (simplified readers of traditional, 97%; traditional readers of simplified, 

96%). 

(2) Traditional readers were more accurate at copying simplified characters (94%) than 

simplified readers were at copying traditional characters (65%). 

(3) Traditional readers were more accurate in taking dictation in simplified (66%) than 

simplified readers were in taking dictation in traditional (20%). In this task, simplified 

readers took about twice as long to write the traditional characters (12.25s) as the 

traditional readers did (6.17s). 

(4) Simplified readers were slightly more accurate in reading characters shared between the 

two scripts (100% vs. 99%), and slightly more accurate in taking dictation of shared 

characters (99% vs. 97%).  

(5) While there was a trend toward simplified readers being faster in reading shared 

characters (by about 0.7s), there was an opposing trend toward simplified readers being 

slower to copy shared characters (by 1.3s). However, neither difference was significant. 

 

These findings show greater transfer from traditional to simplified script, most evident in writing 

skill and particularly in accurately generating characters independently. 

 

Curricular Sequencing  

 

As this research review demonstrates, traditional and simplified scripts demand and develop 

slightly different skill sets, and teaching only one limits students’ opportunities to learn the other. 

Even for students interested in learning only one script, instruction in the other script confers 

learning benefits for their preferred script. Recognizing that both scripts are valuable to teach, we 

may then consider the question of what the optimal instructional timing is for taking advantage 

of both. 

 

Extensive research on English literacy instruction documents the superiority of explicit, 

systematic phonics instruction over other approaches for teaching reading (e.g., National 

Reading Panel, 2000). The implications of this research are that Chinese literacy instruction 

should likewise be explicit and systematic, in order to avoid simply relying on extensive 

exposure, incidental learning, and rote memorization. As for all languages, Chinese instruction 

should develop strong awareness of the language’s phonological structure (i.e., the 22 onsets and 

37 rimes). However, Chinese differs from many other languages, in that phonology plays a much 

weaker role in the written language. Where instruction of English, as an alphabetic language, 

requires a strong emphasis on letter-to-sound mappings, instruction of Chinese, as a logographic 
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language, should include explicit teaching of orthographic structure (e.g., component radicals, 

character layout). Developing students’ understanding of how to parse character structure and 

make meaning out of its components requires explicit instruction in those relationships. Such 

instruction should develop strong understanding of the relationship between phonology and 

orthography (e.g., that most characters comprise phonetic and semantic radicals, where to find 

those radicals and how to identify them, the one-to-many correspondence between phonological 

and orthographic form, the need to use semantic radicals to distinguish homophones, etc.). 

Teaching too many characters or radicals at once, or teaching them by frequency alone or by 

common themes, will be too overwhelming, confusing, discouraging, and potentially 

counterproductive for students. Introducing new characters in both scripts simultaneously is 

likewise problematic: When presented with two characters that map on to the same meaning, 

students are liable to attach the meaning to only one character and ignore the other, due to 

interference. There is also a risk of inducing cognitive overload before students have developed 

an organized knowledge structure for perceiving and remembering those characters. 

 

How to teach those radicals and characters is fundamental to effective instruction in written 

Chinese. Radicals should be presented in a logical sequence, in conjunction with families of 

common, related characters containing them. In English, the optimal sequence for learning the 

speech sounds is different from the optimal sequence for learning to distinguish the letters 

associated with them, which also differs from the optimal sequence for learning to write the 

letters. (None of these match the order of the alphabet.) Likewise in Chinese, the most effective 

sequence for learning to decode radicals follows different principles from the most effective 

sequence for learning to produce the radicals. During the course of their learning, students should 

be expected to read more characters than they will be able to write, knowing that while the two 

skills are mutually supportive, they follow different progressions. 

 

The rationale of starting with easier characters and gradually increasing difficulty may seem at 

first glance to motivate teaching simplified first and adding traditional later. However, there are 

limits on the benefits of visual simplicity, as removing strokes also removes information. The 

foregoing review and analysis shows that simplified characters actually require greater visual 

skill and are more difficult to parse, while the visual detail in traditional characters provides 

more clues to their sound and meaning and makes them easier to read. For example, single-

stroke radicals such as 丨 and 丿 may be difficult for novices to discriminate, whereas slightly 

larger complexes such as 小 and 大 are more recognizable. What matters is not merely the 

number of strokes in the character, but also its distinctiveness and its relationship to other 

familiar forms. Effective sequencing should build on characters’ visual similarity to their 

pictographic origins, as well as an illustration of their etymological history. Thus, starting with 

simplified first will require more demanding visual skill and memorization to distinguish 

between abstract forms. Starting with traditional first will allow students to take greater 

advantage of concrete imagery and cues which make the characters easier to distinguish and 

recognize.  

 

Rather than focusing only on the number of strokes, an appropriate progression should also show 

how fundamental components are used alone and in combination to create new characters. This 

strengthens knowledge of general principles of combinability, as well as knowledge of specific 

patterns and relationships among shared components. For example, consider these sequences of 
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related characters in traditional script: 日/生/星， 書/筆， 食/我/餓， 豆/頁/頭， 門/開/閉， 

隻/雙. Teaching families of related characters together (e.g., semantically-related: 食/飯/餓/餵/

養/餐, or phonetically-related: 晴/睛/請/情) can help highlight the common radicals. Such 

grouping calls attention to the features that discriminate the characters, thus scaffolding both 

perception (reading) and generation (writing). It further supports developing explicit knowledge 

of strategies and guidelines for parsing and interpreting characters (e.g., that semantic radicals 

have more reliable information than phonetic radicals; that semantic radicals are usually located 

on the left or on the top; which radicals always follow and which radicals may violate these 

general rules; etc.). Learning these principles facilitates reading both scripts, with traditional 

script exemplifying them more transparently since the process of simplification introduced more 

irregularities into the written language. As with English, where students need a robust 

understanding of the rules of phonics before tackling “sight words”, beginning students of 

Chinese benefit from learning the rules of how to decompose characters before having to 

memorize many exceptions. 

 

After students have developed a robust foundation that includes facility in applying these 

principles and a solid vocabulary of characters and radicals, then they are equipped to transition 

to simplified script. Again, this instructional process should be deliberate and systematic, 

introducing straightforward rules first such as one-to-one mappings of radicals (e.g., 見 � 见, 貝 

� 贝, 頁 � 页), then later providing whole-character substitutions (e.g., 乾 �干, 幹 �干). 

Learning to read and write simplified characters will also take advantage of its unique properties, 

providing all students with the opportunity to further sharpen their visual skills in perceiving 

subtle differences between characters (e.g., 头 vs. 买, 乐 vs. 东). 

 

Effective writing pedagogy 

 

Students’ writing practice can be made more effective and time-efficient through a variety of 

other teaching strategies and materials rather than rote drill. These include scaffolding and 

decomposing by radicals, meaningful contextualization, juxtaposition of similar or related 

characters, spaced practice and review, partial-character completion, and automatic-feedback 

writing apps. Embedding small quantities of handwriting practice within richer composition and 

analysis activities can meet multiple learning goals at the same time while also being more 

authentic and engaging. The caveat here is to ensure that the tasks do not produce cognitive 

overload by demanding too many difficult skills at once. 
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Summary 

 

Together, these research findings reveal different benefits for the two scripts: Traditional 

characters serve to scaffold learning of both scripts and to boost metalinguistic knowledge, while 

simplified characters help develop visual discrimination skill.  

 

(1) Traditional characters are easier to read than simplified characters due to the added 

information available. 

(2) Readers of one script are generally able to read the other script, with small decrements (of 

2-4% points). 

(3) In each script, writing skill helps to develop reading skill. This plays a greater role in 

Chinese than it does in English, due to the increased number of components to learn and 

the increased (two-dimensional rather than one-dimensional) visual complexity of the 

characters. 

(4) Skill in writing traditional characters transfers to skill in writing simplified characters, 

and considerably more than the reverse (copying: 94% vs. 65%; dictation: 66% vs. 20%). 

(5) Practice with reading and writing simplified characters develops visual discrimination 

skill that helps with reading both scripts, slightly more than practice with reading and 

writing traditional characters does (by 1-2%). 

(6) Learning to read and write traditional characters develops Chinese-specific and 

metalinguistic knowledge about analyzing characters and words into useful components. 

 

Applying these findings, along with results from research on learning English and other 

languages, motivates the recommendation of the following instructional sequence and guidelines 

for learning to read and write Chinese: 

 

(1) Start by teaching traditional characters first. 

(2) Use concrete imagery and other visual cues to scaffold early learning. 

(3) Teach radicals alone and in context, with multiple examples of them embedded within 

real characters. Start with basic, common, and easy-to-understand radicals and characters 

first. 

(4) Explicitly teach character structure and strategies for decomposing characters into 

phonetic and semantic radicals and for interpreting them. 

(5) Start with transparent and regular characters which obey these principles. Avoid 

introducing too many irregular exceptions too early. 

(6) Emphasize reading before writing, but use writing practice to support learning new 

characters. Students do not have to write every character that they are able to read, while 

they are still in the early stages of learning. While reading lists may be drawn from the 

stories they are reading elsewhere in the curriculum, the character progression for writing 

practice should be based on the logical structure of the language. 

(7) Scaffold and break down writing practice to put more focus on thoughtfully recalling and 

generating character components, not rote drill. 

(8) Introduce simplified characters after students have a solid foundation in traditional 

characters, but early enough for them to develop better visual skills for reading Chinese. 

(9) Teach simplified characters in a systematic progression, introducing reliable and general 

rules first, and specific exceptions later. 
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